Solid state photosensors, usually called SiPM or G-APD, seem ideal devices to be used in Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT). Nevertheless, their temperature dependence poses questions about their suitability in the harsh environment intrinsic to the operation of IACTs. While detailed measurements in the laboratory are possible with some sample sensors, limited data about the performance and uniformity of large samples exist. The First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope (FACT) is pioneering the usage of SiPMs for IACTs. Its camera consists of 1440 SiPMs and it is operated since October 2011 each night when observation conditions permit. Using no temperature stabilization system for the sensors, their temperature is closely coupled to the outside temperature that can change by more than 20 • C. While the strong temperature dependence of the gain of the sensors was shown to be easily compensated by adapting the applied voltage, there could also be higher order temperature dependencies of parameters like optical cross-talk, after-pulsing and wavelength dependent photon-detection efficiency. While external calibration devices could be used, one would have to proof that these devices do not have their own temperature dependencies. Instead, we use the constant flux of high energetic cosmic ray particles as calibration device. Their measured flux can depend on variable absorption and scattering of Cherenkov light e.g. due to dust and clouds, as well as on seasonal variations of the atmosphere. Nevertheless, using data sets where the temperature drastically changed within short time periods, we show that temperature dependencies of FACT, including the SiPMs, are well under control.
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Introduction
Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACT) measure the faint flashes emitted by showers of secondary particles produced when a high energetic charged cosmic ray particle or gamma-ray interacts with the atmosphere. Therefore, IACTs need large mirror areas and fast photo sensors with high sensitivity. Usually, PhotoMultiplier Tubes (PMT) are used as photo sensors. But since few years, solid state sensors with comparable performance are available. These Geigermode operated Avalanche Photo Diodes (G-APD, also known as SiPM) are considered as suitable sensors for future IACTs. To investigate their feasibility and long-term behavior under the harsh conditions intrinsic to the operation of IACTs, the First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope (FACT) was constructed [1] . It consists of a camera with 1440 pixels of 3x3 mm 3 Hamamatsu MPPC S10362-33-50C G-APD chips installed on a refurbished mount of a HEGRA telescope with a mirror area of ≈ 9.5 m 2 . Since October 2011, FACT is taking data whenever observation conditions permit.
One key feature of SiPM is that several of their performance parameters like gain, optical crosstalk and wavelength-dependent photo detection efficiency (PDE) depend strongly on the applied overvoltage. But the total voltage to be applied depends on the temperature of the sensor. One possibility would be to install a temperature stabilization system. But in FACT, a different approach was taken [2] : The sensors are glued to solid light guides that are glued to the entrance window. The sensor compartment is (to some extent) thermally decoupled from the electronics compartment of the camera by a baffle plate. The electronics compartment is water cooled, with a heat exchange to the ambient air 1 . Therefore, the temperature of the sensors is highly correlated with the ambient temperature (see figure 1) . 
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It was measured during the commissioning of FACT at La Palma that the gain of the SiPM changes by ≈ 5% per • C [2] . 28 temperature sensors 2 sample the temperature distribution on the sensor plate, and the voltage applied to each group of four or five neighboring pixels is adjusted every 15 seconds to ensure a constant gain over the full temperature range. Due to serial resistors between the power supply and the sensors, a voltage correction for the actual DC current also has to be taken into account. This correction is calculated and applied every three seconds, fast enough to cope with stars in the field of view during standard operation [2] .
These corrections for temperature and DC current are sufficient to keep the performance of the FACT camera very stable and homogeneous without the need for any external calibration device.
Nevertheless, it is not a priory clear that there exist no other temperature effects. An expected temperature effect is the amount of dark noise signals from the sensors. But even at 30 • C (the highest temperatures reached during operation so far) the dark noise rate is smaller than the signal rate due to ambient light that is measured to be about 30 million photo-electrons per second per FACT pixel during dark nights.
The Method
One could illuminate the SiPM sensors with different wavelengths at different temperatures in the laboratory and measure their performance. But this needs a dedicated setup and can usually only be performed for a small sample of sensors. Instead, we use standard data measured with FACT. For this, we apply the virtual trigger rate method described in [3] . It uses the stable and isotropic flux of high energetic charged cosmic ray particles that induce air-showers when interacting with the atmosphere. The trigger threshold of FACT during data taking is optimized to record also faint flashes. Therefore, some fraction of recorded events are due to statistical fluctuations of the ambient light. To ensure having a clean sample of events triggered by air-showers, the trigger logic is emulated in software and applied to recorded data. The FACT trigger consists of an analogue sum of the signal from nine adjacent pixels. So the software trigger is applied to the similar sum of the calibrated recorded signals from same adjacent pixels. It is now possible to set this software trigger to any value (larger than the hardware threshold during data taking) and calculate a virtual trigger rate. For FACT, applying a virtual trigger threshold of 700 mV, corresponding to about 70 photo-electrons in nine neighboring pixels within few ns, results in a rate that should not depend on the amount of ambient light and hardly depends on the zenith distance up to ≈ 40 • [3] .
One cannot just compare the virtual trigger rate for different sensor temperatures, since there exists a systematic seasonal variation of the rate [3] that is visible in a shift of the virtual trigger rates seen in the following figures 3 .
Nevertheless, we identified two data periods where the sensor temperature changed drastically within about ten days, and there exists no indication for a significant systematic variation on this time scale. These data sets are in December 2015 and April 2016, respectively 4 .
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Higher Order Temperature Dependence of SiPM A. Biland Figure 2 shows in red the virtual trigger rate and in black the average sensor temperature for each five minutes run taken with zenith distance smaller than 40 • 5 .
Results
Several nights show many runs with significantly reduced virtual trigger rate (e.g. MJD 57506, 57364, 57366 and 57372), most probably due to increased atmospheric extinction of Cherenkov light as explained in [3] . The average virtual trigger rate changes between both periods due to the mentioned seasonal variation, but this is not important for this study. Figure 3 shows the virtual trigger rate versus the sensor temperature for both data periods. Despite a change of sensor temperature by more than 15 • C within 10 days and up to 5 • C within individual nights, there is no correlated change in the virtual trigger rate found. This is a strong indication that despite large temperature variations, the Cherenkov yield (i.e. the number of Cherenkov photons measured from a given shower) does not significantly change. Figure 4 shows the distribution of the virtual trigger rates for the two data periods. The tails to lower rates are most probably due to enhanced extinction of Cherenkov light due to clouds or calima 6 . Excluding these tails, a Gaussian was fitted to the distributions (red lines).
From the counted number of events within each run and assuming Poisson statistics for the arrival time of events, one can calculate the statistical uncertainty of the counting rate in each run. Subtracting in square this statistical uncertainty from the fitted width of the Gaussian, one can estimate the contribution not described by pure statistics:
This is summarized in table 1. From this one can estimate that there exists an ≈ 2% contribution to the variation of the virtual trigger rate that cannot be explained by pure statistical fluctuations. There exist many short term effects that can contribute to this, among them (minor) variations of the atmospheric extinction and 5 The only additional cut is to exclude runs where the veto against the MAGIC Lidar did not perform correctly and the data contain additional signals induced by this laser. 6 A layer of Saharan dust sometimes occurring above the Canary Islands.
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Higher Order Temperature Dependence of SiPM A. Biland Table 1 : Analysis of figure 4. The second and third columns contain the parameters of the Gaussian fit (red lines). The forth column is this σ f it given in percentage of the Mean. The fifth column is the statistical uncertainty for the Mean rate, assuming Poisson statistics and taking into account duration and deadtime of the runs. The last column gives an estimate of the remaining contribution from other reasons, by subtracting quadratic the values of column five from those of column four.
Higher Order Temperature Dependence of SiPM A. Biland variations of the telescope sensitivity. In addition, the power supply of FACT can only be controlled with a finite resolution corresponding to a temperature change of ≈ 0.4 • C, and the temperature is only sampled at 28 points on the sensor plane [2] . Therefore, the gain cannot be kept perfectly stable. This is probably a main contribution to the measured fluctuations. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that such small fluctuations have negligible effect on any gamma-ray science performed with FACT.
Summary
We used the constant flux of charged cosmic ray particles as calibration device and investigated data taken when the temperatures of the SiPM sensors changed by more then 15 • C within short time periods. FACT adjusts the voltage applied to the SiPM sensors to their temperature and DC current to keep the gain constant. We showed that remaining variations of the camera performance are negligibly small and are not dominated by higher order temperature dependent effects.
